
B A C K G R O U N D

GoNoodle is the leading movement and mindfulness platform for kids that helps them be the best versions of themselves. 

It’s short-form video content entertains and engages kids and has been designed with whole child development in 

mind - physical, social, emotional, and academic. GoNoodle is played wherever kids are. It’s used in 4 out of 5 U.S. public 

elementary schools and is played outside of the classroom online and on apps for iOS, Android and AppleTV.

Warner Brothers decided to partner with GoNoodle on a theatrical release because of GoNoodle’s unique ability to engage 

14 million kids ages 4 - 11, primarily in elementary classrooms, with fun and interactive videos.  

O B J E C T I V E

The goal of WB’s GoNoodle campaign was to create awareness and build excitement among kids ages 4 - 11 for the 

theatrical release of Smallfoot on 9/28/2018. 

S T R A T E G Y  +  S O L U T I O N

In order to accomplish the objective, GoNoodle applied its expertise in creating highly-engaging interactive videos to 

produce a custom video called “Do the Yeti.” The three minute original dance production is performed by live-action 

kid dancers and is set to one of the movie’s hit songs, “Finally Free,” performed by Niall Horan. Many of the movie’s characters 

make appearances throughout the video, and the main character, Migo, is featured dancing alongside GoNoodle’s live-action 

dancers as they all “Do the Yeti.” Kids watching the video in classrooms and at home are invited to dance along, creating a 

highly-engaging and memorable experience. 

Smallfoot Case Study



C A M P A I G N  D E T A I L S  +  R E S U L T S

The “Do the Yeti” custom video was prominently promoted across both of GoNoodle’s platforms - in classrooms from 

9/10/2018 through 9/30/2018, and extended outside of classrooms through 10/14/2018. In addition to the on-platform 

placement, the video was promoted to teachers and families via email and social media posts on Facebook, Instagram 

and Twitter. GoNoodle also sponsored a Smallfoot ticket giveaway on Facebook on 9/28/2018, the opening day of the 

film, which encouraged followers to “Do the Yeti” and then see the movie with their families. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9T5fJDy_ig

The campaign was a resounding success, exceeding key performance metrics:

Delivered 9.0M video engagements among kids ages 4 - 11 in the U.S.

10.6M video engagements among kids ages 4 - 11 delivered globally

5.8M unique video engagements

2X guaranteed video engagements

83% completion rate (3:00 minute video) 

61% of elementary schools in the U.S. played “Do the Yeti” during the campaign period

2.4 times higher total plays than benchmark 

2.5 times higher Weekly Active Users than the benchmark

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T9T5fJDy_ig

